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The Relationship Economy

The consultants B. Joseph Pine II and James Gilmore stated that 
business should be theater, with services representing the stage and 
goods representing the props to deliver experiences to consumers. They 
listed changes in economic value; from agrarian economies trading in 
commodities, through to manufactured goods to the Service Economy. 
Each change offered a way of differentiating itself from increasingly 
commoditized, competitive offerings with the belief that, as services 
become undifferentiated, brands can stand out by delivering high quality 
experiences that set them apart from the competition, as well as building 
affinity [1].

Pine and Gilmore first wrote about the Experience Economy in 1992, using 
the example of a birthday cake to illustrate changes in economic value over 
time. In the Commodities Economy, parents made their child’s birthday cake 
at home from raw ingredients whereas in the Service Economy, they bought 
the cake from a bakery. In the Experience Economy, parents outsourced 
the whole birthday party to a child-friendly chain restaurant, with the cake 
thrown in for free. 

The next stage on from the Experience Economy (not explored by Pine and 
Gilmore) is the Relationship Economy, where the party is still outsourced 
but mum has chosen the venue from reviews on Mumsnet, dad is skyping 
granny in Canada so she can ‘be there’ and guests post photos on Facebook 
after the event. The venue’s marketing team members probably feel 
that they have done a great job if the guests’ email addresses have been 
captured and there are money-off vouchers in the party bags along with the 
balloons. 
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When Matthew Pledger and his friends went to see a movie at his local 
cinema, they didn’t have a particularly good time. The cinema was half 
empty, the employees were rude and unhelpful and the tickets and food 
were expensive. None of these things made any difference to the quality of 
the film. However, Matthew didn’t feel that his experience was good value 
for money [2].

When the cinema missed the opportunity to excel, Matthew could have 
complained in person. He could have told his friends about his poor 
experience. Instead, he wrote a witty, articulate criticism and posted it on 
the cinema’s Facebook page where it gained almost 300,000 ‘likes’ and 
25,000 comments. This is an illustration of the next big change in economic 
value, namely from the Experience Economy to the Relationship Economy.

In the Relationship Economy, consumers are still interested in great 
experiences, not just for the experience itself but in order to share it with 
others. The athletes walking into the arena for the opening ceremony of 
the London 2012 Olympics held their smartphones aloft; for some young 
people, if there is no picture on Facebook capturing the event, it didn’t 
happen. Brands can exploit this trend by differentiating themselves through 
innovative use of social media to build relationships with consumers. 
Good branding has always been about tapping into emotions and creating 
relationships with consumers, but now these relationships go both ways. 
If you love a brand, that brand can love you right back. This must be great 
news for the sort of brand advocates who get tattooed with the Nike 
swoosh or name their children Armani and Timberland.  
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you and Brand X are now friends: 
the relationship economy at work
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Pine and Gilmore stressed that experiences are not only for businesses 
that provide entertainment, such as Disney or the Hard Rock Cafe, but 
also apply to relationships to brands in all sectors. But why the shift 
towards the Relationship Economy when many brands are yet to get good 
at providing experiences? The primary driver is the rise of social media, 
giving brands and consumers a variety of platforms for conversations and 
connections. Research into youth trends shows that people under 30 have 
similar motivations globally, and that they are primarily driven by a need for 
connection, relationships, and community [3]. Our research into consumer 
trends shows that people aged under 30 rank ‘friendship’ as the second 
most important in a list of more than 50 personal values [4]. Humans are 
inherently social animals; programed to be together like the primates from 
which we are descended. Social media provides the places for wider social 
interactions to take place.

In this climate, the most innovative brands are proactive about 
differentiating themselves, not waiting for competitive pressure to effect 
change. Companies like Groupon are based entirely on the power of the 
internet to connect groups of people. The reality of the Relationship 
Economy is that it doesn’t supersede the Experience Economy; as with your 
best friend, it is the sum of the experiences you have together that build 
the relationship. So why would someone be best friends with a supermarket, 
or a mobile phone? The answer must be that the relationship gives them 
something of value. In the Relationship Economy the experience is designed 
not just for engagement with the brand, but to provide the consumer with 
the social encounter or event itself.  
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At the most basic level, brands have taken this to mean that they must 
gain as many ‘likes’ or followers as possible through small giveaways or 
prize draws. However, for brands to truly succeed they must emulate the 
qualities that make us like our actual friends, and want to engage with them. 
Having too many online friends can seem desperate, rather than cool, as it is 
bound to include a proportion of fake friends or at least people with whom 
you have little real connection. Authenticity is key to building good brand 
relationships. Our data ranks ‘authenticity’ as the fifth most important 
value globally with 66% of consumers saying it is important [4]. With 
Twitter marketing still relatively new, companies are buying fake followers 
to boost their profiles. This may work in the short-term but consumers will 
wise up fast to this type of deception. Facebook has recently launched an 
automated system that will strip sites of fake ‘likes’ in an effort to convince 
brand owners of the return on investment from marketing on the platform 
[5].

Marketing in the Relationship Economy must also be appealing and 
engaging without being pushy or rude. Football club Bayern Munich had 
to apologize to fans after a Facebook stunt backfired. The club announced 
a transfer to the team, creating a great deal of excitement and online 
debate. But when fans – who had to ‘like’ the site to find out more – clicked, 
they received an image of their own profile picture on a Bayern shirt. The 
message was intended to be that ‘supporters are the most important part 
of the team’ but instead it generated thousands of complaints. It didn’t help 
that the club had recently lost an important game [6].

Using humor like this is risky, but it can be effective. Apple’s Siri voice-
activated interface on the iPhone 4S has some hidden jokes programed in. 
Ask the phone ‘What is the meaning of life?’ and it might answer ’42’ or ‘I 
don’t know but I think there is an app for that’. Ask ‘Who’s the daddy?’ and 
Siri says ‘You are, now can we get back to work?’ The humor works because 
it is not intrusive, doesn’t interfere with genuine tasks, and is discoverable 
by the user adding a sense of exclusivity.  

Brands need to learn how to manage all consumer touchpoints if they are 
to build successful relationships. Getting it wrong may cause damage, but 
failing to address mistakes is even worse. Matt Pledger’s complaint about 
the cinema went viral and was picked up by the traditional media. The 
cinema had no control over the message or the audience but responded 
in a variety of ways including by contacting Matt in person, issuing a 
press release [7], and through a posting on Facebook. It seems that in the 
Relationship Economy, love means you do have to say you are sorry.

So has the Relationship Economy changed consumer decision-making 
enough to warrant a new approach to brand research and are the old tools 
now less relevant in helping us manage our brands?
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Beyond the ‘like’: Building 

depth into the relationship
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Classic marketing strategy has taught us that a consumer’s decision-
making process is generally linear. This was based on the AIDA (Awareness 
– Interest – Desire – Action) model that is often represented as a funnel 
or pyramid and is frequently central to assessing brand performance. For 
example, please see Figure 1.

Figure 1: example of funnel used to assess brand performance

Logic dictates that consumers cannot consider a brand unless they 
are aware of it. However, we feel that, with the rise of the Relationship 
Economy, this model requires updating to reflect how today’s consumers 
shop for technology products, entering the brand funnel at any stage, 
and moving through it at any speed. This means that if your brand has 
a better consideration score than a competitor at a certain point, it no 
longer follows that you will sell more products. Disruptive elements are 
lingering all along the decision-making process, leading consumers to 
deviate from the linear process, jumping stages, and going back and forth.

Example 1:

John goes online to look for a laptop. He is interested in Brand A and 
Brand B, but he puts ‘laptop’ into Amazon’s search engine.  As he scans 
the results, he sees that Brand C, which he hasn’t heard of, is getting five 
stars in all the reviews.  John has just gone straight to considering a shiny 
new Brand C 2012XyZ laptop.  He checks YouTube and finds a review 
video shot by a techie from the Brand C development labs, which helps 
him feel confident about the brand.  He checks PriceRunner for some 
more reviews and the best deal, and then he buys Brand C.  Brand C was 
not even in the initial consideration set.
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the end of the linear 

relationship with Brands
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Consumers have always trusted recommendations from friends, but 
now they have access to the aggregated opinions of millions of ‘friends’ 
via social networks, price comparison sites and specialist review sites, 
forums, and blogs. In technology markets, recommendations and reviews 
are becoming even more important and can be a greater influence on 
consumers at the point of purchase than a carefully crafted campaign.

The pace of technology development increasingly leads consumers to 
look for guidance. Five years ago, smartphones were bought mainly by 
early adopters who understood the technology and compared brands 
according to features and functions. Today, as high-end technology has 
gone mainstream, smartphone buyers may well be attracted by the look of 
the handset. These less knowledgeable consumers are more likely to look 
for advice and reassurance when researching a purchase, particularly as the 
number of available products proliferates.

And it is not only recommendations and reviews that can divert your 
potential customers from their orderly procession down the brand funnel 
to become lifelong customers and advocates of your brand.  Any purchase 
journey that includes online research exposes your customer to a wealth of 
offers, promotions, search term results, and Google ads. Each of these is a 
touchpoint with a competitor.  

Example 2:

Sue is looking online for a new smartphone.  She knows exactly what 
make and model she wants and she plans to stay with her current network 
operator.  As she searches, she sees that a rival network operator is offering 
a great deal on her chosen phone.  She hadn’t considered changing but it 
is too good a deal and the rewards are appealing.  While she doesn’t know 
much about the new operator, she thinks it is worth switching.  The new 
network operator has just gone from a passive consideration (Sue would 
not reject this brand) to being actively considered and purchased.  She has 
signed up for 24 months on a high-end tariff.  Sue has entered the brand 
funnel at ‘attachment’.

So what does this mean for us as marketers in the Relationship Economy? 
It provides both an opportunity and a challenge to how we manage our 
brands. The opportunity is that this evolution shows that consumers are 
interested in engaging with brands in this way and are looking for a richer 
experience from the relationship that they form with a brand. This means 
that it is not only possible to build deeper levels of engagement with 
customers but that these can also provide an additional area of potential 
differentiation over and above rational and emotional dimensions. The 
challenge is two-fold: understanding how the different elements of brand 
experience are impacting on that relationship and devising a method of 
capturing the dimensions of this relationship.
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understanding the influences on a 
Brand through eXperience points
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It is clear that getting the experience right has an effect on the relationship. 
Consumers do not derive value from branded products and services 
alone but from the experiences that brands deliver and will share these 
experiences (good or bad) with others, both online and offline.

Brands use social media in an attempt to deepen relationships with 
consumers and to further differentiate themselves from the competition. 
This means that consumer touchpoints have proliferated and may not be in 
the control of the brand owner. Traditionally, the brand dictated all contact 
with customers - transactions, marketing communications (above and below 
the line), customer service - save for word of mouth. In the Relationship 
Economy, the same is true, but word of mouth is of more consequence. There 
are many examples of an online rant reaching millions of people around the 
world in a few hours, potentially damaging a company’s brand, sales or share 
value. Matt Pledger’s unfortunate cinema experience is only one example 
of many more complaints that have gone viral, some with more far-reaching 
consequences for the brand. Reports claiming that unhappy passenger Dave 
Carroll’s ‘United Breaks Guitars’ song cost the airline US$180 million are 
probably exaggerated, but it certainly didn’t do the brand any good [8].  

So what’s a brand to do? Organizations need to build effective consumer 
engagement strategies based on trust, consistency of message and targeted 
investment, whenever and wherever customers interact with them. Every 
interaction matters. Brand owners need to ensure that they understand 
the importance of each touchpoint, as well as the impact on the brand 
and on the relationship with consumers. This applies whether touchpoints 
are bought (paid for by marcomms), owned (website, retail store), or 
earned (editorial, social media comment). This is challenging because the 
relationship-driven brand model is still emerging and there is no history 
of best practice to draw on. When Waitrose launched a Twitter hashtag 
campaign asking customers to complete the sentence ‘I shop at Waitrose 
because...’, they got answers like ‘because Clarissa’s pony just WILL NOT eat 
ASDA value straw’. The fact that consumers made jokes is unsurprising. What 
is interesting is the online debate as to whether this was a disaster that 
would damage the brand, or a clever, knowing marketing ploy [9].   
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Brands need market research to measure and monitor the proliferation 
of touchpoints in the Relationship Economy. However, current research 
was designed for a less complex age. AIDA and purchase funnel models of 
behavior are still the norm. However, they are sequential and do not reflect 
social interactions. Brand or customer satisfaction attributes are still the 
focus of much tracking research, but don’t generally reflect the brand 
experience. Ad tracking focuses on traditional media and is separate from 
social media mining. Experience tracking tends to be event-driven, again 
missing out on the range of possible customer touchpoints, and especially 
those outside the control of the brand owner. But consumers perceive 
brands according to their experiences of them, so marketers need a way of 
measuring perceptions that includes touchpoints and makes links between 
traditionally separate metrics.  

Our approach to brand and communications research brings experience 
and brand together into one common framework. Our experience tracking 
methodology asks consumers to rate all touchpoints not just for how 
positive the encounter was, but also for how memorable and vivid it was. 
Once we have established which touchpoints are the most important 
in building brand perceptions, we conduct ‘deep dives’ that explore in 
detail how each touchpoint affected the customer. Our ‘talk-think-sense-
feel-act’ deep-dive model looks at how the consumer was prompted to 
talk or interact with others, what they thought, which of the five senses 
were evoked, how the consumer felt, and what they did as a result of the 
encounter with the brand.  

Combined with a measure of brand strength and a model of types of brand 
relationship, this approach enables our clients to understand the impact of 
consumer touchpoints. This means that they can make informed decisions 
about where to place marketing resource, and can develop relationship 
marketing strategies that are most likely to succeed.  
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getting emotional: using metaphors to 
understand the Brand relationship
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So how do we define the type of relationship that occurs between consumers 
and brands? It may come as no surprise to know that whenever we conduct 
qualitative research into mobile phones, consumers talk about their phones 
in human terms. Without prompting, they use metaphors such as ‘my phone 
is my best friend’, ‘I love it more than my girlfriend’ or ‘it is my personal 
assistant’. Our qualitative researchers use projective techniques, asking 
consumers to compare brands to animals or people to give us a rich and 
detailed understanding of how competitors are perceived. Despite this, it 
can be difficult for consumers to describe the emotional element of their 
relationships with brands. This may be because it seems inappropriate or 
embarrassing or they simply struggle to articulate what they feel.

For marketers attempting to build relationships with their consumers, this 
type of insight is very important but has traditionally been hard to quantify 
thereby making it difficult to act upon. Traditional brand-tracking measures 
such as AIDA or purchase funnel models look at a single type of relationship 
that people have with all brands in a category. However, consumers can have 
different types of relationships with different brands which aren’t picked up 
by traditional models.

We have developed a quantitative consumer brand relationship (CBR) model 
in cooperation with Susan Fournier, professor of marketing from Boston 
University. Our approach measures consumers’ associations with brands 
by using interpersonal relationships as metaphors for brand relationships. 
This enables our clients to measure the emotional and social aspects of 
consumers’ connections to brands. It works because it is intuitive, easy 
for respondents to understand, and simple for marketers to communicate 
to stakeholders. Some brands use these relationships as part of their 
positioning. For example, the UK insurance company Churchill positions itself 
as a ‘loyal best friend’ while the vehicle range Ford Transit is positioned as 
‘your most trusted employee’.

We developed this approach using a global analysis of consumer brand 
relationships, from which we selected and refined an inter-culturally valid 
range of 27 relationship types. Within this basic structure, we benchmarked 
over 200 brands from a total of eleven different industries. The relationship 
types include positive relationships such as close siblings, marriage partners 
or old friends, negative relationships such as an annoying acquaintance or 
villain/victim, and more nuanced or conflicted relationships such as guru/
disciple or one-night stand. All the relationships are intuitive to both 
consumers and managers alike and are applicable for research in all sectors. 

We conducted a CBR analysis with some of the leading brands in mobile 
telecoms (see Figure 2). Using cluster analysis we grouped the 27 
relationship types into eight segments. For example, the ‘Colleague, Next-
door neighbor and Online friend’ cluster to form the ‘Colleague’ segment, 
whereas ‘Love-hate, Buddy, Secret affair and Fling’ all cluster into a segment 
we named ‘Conflicted’.  
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Figure 2: Relationship clusters: mobile handset manufacturers (example diagram 
created using dummy data).

As such, we were able to suggest different marketing strategies for each 
relationship segment. ‘Marriage Partners’ need maintenance; it is a truism 
that you have to work at a marriage. Consequently, a recommendation for 
a brand that falls largely within this relationships type might be to monitor 
and refresh (rather than completely change) its current strategy. Meanwhile, 
‘Strangers’ need communications to raise awareness, and ‘Old Friends’ need to 
come up with new news to get back into the consumers’ consideration set. As 
is evident, this approach exposes weaknesses in superficial or negative brand 
relationships so that problems with trust and affection can be rectified. The 
research shows which are the key drivers to move from one relationship type 
to another. CBR is also useful as a diagnostic tool, especially when combined 
with traditional approaches. If competing brands have similar awareness and 
consideration scores, but perform differently in the market, CBR can explain 
the emotions that underlie the scores, and contribute to how well the brand 
sells.
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conclusion
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Combining CBR analysis with our experience tracking methodology enables 
us to see which touchpoints have the most influence in creating – and 
changing – relationship perceptions. Together with a measure of overall brand 
strength, these approaches to brand and communication research give our 
clients a portfolio of techniques to create, monitor and manage successful 
brand strategies. The rise of the Relationship Economy does open up new 
opportunities for brands, but only through having the right tools in place 
can these opportunities be capitalized on. Understanding what experiences 
people are having with the brand, and how important these are in influencing 
their perception of the brand, are key in this new world scenario where control 
over brand communication is not solely in the hands of the brand owner. 
Understanding the type of relationship consumers have with the brand, and 
not just the strength of the relationship, will also place a greater understanding 
of brand equity in the hands of brand managers, allowing them to better take 
advantage of the opportunities that the Relationship Economy presents.



contact 
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More information

To find out more about The Relationship Economy, you can contact the author 
directly below:

Iain Stanfield        
Divisional Director, GfK       
iain.stanfield@gfk.com       
(+44) 207 890 9229
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